In this note, we show the existence of integer sequences of lengths at least 3 (except 7) such that for every integer in position i ≡ 1 (mod 4) (respectively position j ≡ 3 (mod 4)), counting from left to right, the sum of the integer and the adjacent integer(s) has a constant sum x (respectively y) with x = y.
Introduction
For m ≥ 2, let [1, m] denote the set of integers from 1 to m. Let Π m be a permutation of integers in [1, m] , m ≥ 3, such that for every integer in position i ≡ 1 (mod 4) (respectively position j ≡ 3 (mod 4)), counting from left to right, the sum of the integer and the adjacent integer(s) has a constant sum x (respectively y) with x = y. and is called the weight of v for each vertex v ∈ V (G). We say f is a local antimagic total labeling of G (and G is local antimagic total) if w(u) = w(v) for each uv ∈ E(G). Clearly, w corresponds to a proper vertex coloring of G if each vertex v is assigned the color w(v). For a graph G that admits a local antimagic total labeling, the smallest number of distinct vertex weights induces by f is called the local antimagic total chromatic number of G, denoted χ lat (G) (see [3] ).
Let P n = v 1 v 2 · · · v n be the path of order n ≥ 2. A total labeling using integers in [1, m] , m = 2n − 1 to P n such that χ lat (P n ) = 2 corresponds to a required Π m , m ≥ 3 is odd. Moreover, a total labeling using integers in [1, m] , m = 2n to P n+1 with v n+1 deleted such that w(v 1 ) = w(v 3 ) = · · · = w(v n−1 ) = x and w(v 2 ) = w(v 4 ) = · · · = w(v n ) = y corresponds to a required Π m , m ≥ 4 is even. Obviously, a required Π 3 and Π 4 exist. In this note, we prove the following theorem. In [3] , the author proved that χ lat (P n ) = 2 if n = 4 is even and χ lat (P 4 ) = 3. It was conjectured that χ lat (P n ) = 2 for all odd n. In [4] , the authors answered the conjecture in affirmative that answers Theorem 1.1 for odd m ≥ 5. For completeness, the proof is given.
We consider m ≥ 5. Theorem 2.1 implies that Theorem 1.1 holds for odd m ≥ 5 except m = 7. We shall need some of the labeling functions used in proving Theorem 2.1. For completeness, the functions for odd m are given as follows in 4 cases. (1) . For m ≡ 7 (mod 8), we consider P n , n ≡ 0 (mod 4) (see [5] ). A required labeling that labeled the vertices and edges of P 8 alternately is given by 10, 7, 12, 1, 13, 3, 11, 6, 9, 2, 14, 4, 8, 5, 15 . For n = 4k ≥ 12, we define f :
(
odd k and i ∈ [1, (k − 1)/2];
(viii) f (v 3k+2i ) = 7k − 1 + 2i for even k and i ∈ [1, k/2];
(ix) f (v 3k−1+2i ) = 7k − 2 + 2i for odd k and i ∈ [1, (k + 1)/2];
odd k and i ∈ [1, (k + 1)/2];
(xvii) f (v 3k−2+2i v 3k−1+2i ) = 2k + 4 − 4i for even k and i ∈ [1, k/2];
It is not difficult to check that (2). For m ≡ 3 (mod 8), we consider P n , n ≡ 2 (mod 4). For n = 4k + 2 ≥ 6, we define f : V (P n )∪ E(P n ) → [1, 8k + 3] as follows. (3). For m ≡ 1 (mod 8), we consider P n , n ≡ 1, 3 (mod 4) (see [1] ). Consider n = 4k + 1 ≥ 5. For n = 5, a required labeling sequence that labeled the vertices and edges of P 5 alternately is 6, 4, 7, 3, 2, 5, 8, 1, 9 with distinct vertex weights 10 and 14. By computer search, we are able to obtain all the 12 different labelings. For k ≥ 2, we define f : V (P n ) ∪ E(P n ) → [1, 8k + 1] as follows.
It is not difficult to check that
for even i as required.
The labeling sequence for P i 25 is 24, 7, 21, 5, 10, 16, 13, 4, 19, 8, 22, 3, 11, 17, 14, 2, 20, 9, 23, 1, 18, 12, 15 (4). For m ≡ 5 (mod 8), we consider P n , n ≡ 3 (mod 4). Consider n = 4k + 3 ≥ 3. A required labeling sequence for n = 3, 7, 11 are (i) 1, 5, 3, 4, 2; (ii) 5, 13, 1, 9, 7, 2, 10, 11, 4, 3, 8, 12, 6; and (iii) 8, 21, 1, 14, 11, 4, 15, 17, 10, 2, 16, 18, 6, 5, 12, 19, 7, 3, 12, 20, 9. The corresponding distinct vertex weights are 6 and 12; 18 and 23; and 29 and 36 respectively.
For k ≥ 3, we define f : V (P n ) ∪ E(P n ) → [1, 8k + 5] as follows.
(i) f (v 1 ) = 3k + 2; f (v 2 ) = 1; f (v 3 ) = 4k + 3; f (v 2k+3 ) = 2k + 2; f (v 4k+3 ) = 3k + 3;
(ii) f (v 2i+3 ) = 3k + 3 + i for i ∈ [1, k − 1];
(iii) f (v 2k+2i+1 ) = 2k + 1 + i for i ∈ [1, k];
(iv) f (v 2i+2 ) = 5k + 4 + i for i ∈ [1, k];
for odd i, 13k + 10 for even i as required. The labeling sequence for P i 29 is 11, 29, 1, 19, 15, 6, 20, 23, 13, 4, 21, 24, 14, 2, 22, 25, 8, 7, 16, 26, 9, 5, 17, 27, 10, 3, 18, 28, 12 We have now obtained a required sequence Π m , m = 8j + 1, 8j + 3, 8j + 5, 8j + 7 respectively.
We now consider even m ≥ 6. We note that for m = 8j + 1 and m = 8j + 7, each sequence Π m ends with the largest integer m. Deleting m, we get a required Π m−1 of length 8j and 8j + 6 as required.
For m = 8j + 2, j ≥ 1, we define a total labeling f : V (P 4j+2 ) ∪ E(P 4j+2 )) \ {v 4j+2 } → [1, 8j + 2] as follows:
It is not difficult to check that w(v i ) =    13j + 3 for odd i, 9j + 2 for even i.
The sequence Π 26 is given by 23, 19, 9, 1, 26, 15, 12, 2, 22, 18, 8, 3, 25, 14, 11, 4, 21, 17, 7 For m = 8j + 4, j ≥ 1, we define a total labeling f : (V (P 4j+3 ) ∪ E(P 4j+3 )) \ {v 4j+3 } → [1, 8j + 4] as follows:
(i) f (v 2i−1 ) = 7j + 5 − i for i ∈ [1, j + 1];
(ii) f (v 2j+1+2i ) = 8j + 5 − i for i ∈ [1, j];
(iii) f (v 2i ) = 5j + 3 − i for i ∈ [1, j];
(iv) f (v 2j+2i ) = 7j + 1 − i for i ∈ [1, j + 1];
(v) f (v 2i−1 v 2i ) = 4j + 3 − i for i ∈ [1, 2j + 1];
(vi) f (v 2i v 2i+1 ) = 2i for i ∈ [1, j]; 
